
The Collection #104

Tineke van der Linden 
tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl
 
Materials used for both cards:  
Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink: Inkon3-Blackout Hybrid Detail Ink, Card: dark red, green 

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1325 
(Banners & Text Stamps 
Christmas), Craftables: 
CR1424 (Lantern, candle 
used), CR1425 (Advent 
Candles), CR1426 (Candles 
set), CR1476 (Punch die-
Holly), CR1478 (Poinsettia by 
Marleen), Creatables: LR0502 
(Curtains), LR0669 (Lantern 
& Label, twigs & berries 
used), LR0726 (Guirlande), 
Craft stencil: PS8077 
(Window), Card: white, dark 
green, light blue, medium 
blue, vintage-blue, Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-pad, 

double-sided: PK9172 (Frozen Winter), Decoupage sheet: VK9594 
(Christmas at Home), Soft glitter paper: CA3144 (platina), Ice 
crystal pen (Pentart), Rhinestones: CA3159 (red), Snowtex, Tule, 
White gesso 

Work the green leaves with Snowtex. Draw the craft stencil onto 
white card. Cut out the windows and hearts. 
Draw the window onto dark blue design paper and cut out the 
windows too. Draw the shutters onto dark blue design paper 
2x, once the normal way and once in mirror image. Apply white 
gesso along the edges of the design paper.
Die cut the curtains from dotted design paper and adhere behind 
the window. Cut out the picture with a margin and adhere 
behind the window with the curtains.
Die cut the garland and the separate holly leaves from dark 
green card.
Adhere the holly leaves between the guirlande and decorate with 
adhesive stones.
Die cut three different candles 2x from light blue, medium blue 
and vintage blue, holly twigs from green, twigs from dark green 
and berries from white card.
Die cut the flames from platinum glitter paper. 
Make the Christmas tufts in mirror image and adhere to the 
shutters. Apply ice crystal glitter glue to the candle wax.
Die cut the banner from design paper, stamp the texts and 
complete with holly leaves and red berries. Decorate the outside 
of the shutters with small bows of tulle.

Fold a kraft sheet in half creating a top-fold card, place the top 
of the largest tag just above the card and die cut the tag.
Die cut the rectangle from design paper and adhere to 9.6 x 12.6 
cm design paper.
Die cut the leaves wreath from light green card and cut off 
the excess paper. Die cut the autumn leaves from yellow, light 
brown, orange-red and orange-brown card. Work all leaves with 
distress ink walnut stain, rusty hinge, forest moss and aged 
mahogany. Then layer the picture behind the wreath.
Die cut the twigs from dark brown card and die cut a black 
spider, draw a white cross on its back.
Die cut the blackberries from green and dark red card. Work the 
blackberries with distress ink picket fence. 
Complete the card with a banner, stamp a text and tie to the tag 
with wax cord.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1383 (Punch 
die-Spiders & Bug), CR1499 
(Flower Jug by Marleen, twig 
used), CR1551 (Big Tag), 
Creatables: LR0621 (Tiny’s 
Leaves), LR0622 (Tiny’s 
Blackberries), LR0624 (Tiny’s 
Leaves Wreath), Stamps+dies 
set: CS1058 (Banners by 
Marleen), Text stamps: 
MM1631 (Hallo Herfst), 
Distress Ink: walnut stain, 
rusty hinge, forest moss, aged 
mahogany, picket fence, Card: 

brown and black kraft, light green, yellow, dark brown, light 
brown, orange-red, orange-brown, Decoupage sheet: EWK1289 
(Sensibility Autumn), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, 
double-sided: PB7059 (Autumn Whispers), Wax cord, Gel pen: 
white 



Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1477 (Punch die-Sakura), CR1558 (Art Texture-Bricks), Creatables: LR0727 (Buddha & Balancing Stones), LR0728 
(Orchid), LR0729 (Bamboo), LR0730 (Layout-A6), Die cut and embossing machine, Distress Oxide Ink (Ranger): blue sketch, bundled 
sage, hickory smoke, milled lavender, peeled paint, pumice stone, rusty hinge, shaded lilac, wild honey, Papicolor card Original: 
violet (920), pearly white (930), mauve (937), Stamping paper: white, Stamping ink: black, Craft sheet, Heat gun, Tools to apply 
ink: daubers, sponges etc., Rhinestones: CA3136
 
General instructions:
Apply distress oxide ink to the stamping paper by moving the tool across the paper in a circular motion. Die cut the stars and 
Buddha statue from stamping paper. Colour them in with pumice stone. Spray with water and let it dry. Press the inkpad of distress 
oxide ink hickory smoke multiple times on the craft sheet and spray with water. Press the stones and statue a few times on the 
droplets. Let it dry. Colour the bamboo, leaves and stem of the orchid with peeled paint and bundled sage. Colour the flames of the 
candles with rusty hinge and wild honey and the candle wax and orchid with milled lavender and shaded lilac. Press the inkpad of 
distress oxide ink shaded lilac multiple times on the craft sheet. Spray with water and press the petals on the droplets. Colour in the 
flowers with a colour of your choice. Add rhinestones to the flowers.

Extra needed for this card:
Clear stamps: CS1034 
(Mumbai), KJ1724 
(Encouraged), Stamping 
ink: Memento dye ink lulu 
lavender

Extra needed for this card:
Clear stamps: CS1035 (Delhi), 
KJ1727 (Ik denk aan jou), 
Stamping ink: watermark, 
Embossing powder: clear

Cut 11.5 x 11.5 cm stamping paper and colour it with distress 
oxide ink blue sketch, shaded lilac and milled lavender. Spray 
with water to let the colour blend. Let it dry. Stamp the mandala 
with distress oxide ink shaded lilac.  
Die cut the stones and bricks 2x from pearly white card. Colour 
them in with distress oxide ink of your choice. Then adhere to 
the stamping paper. 
Stamp the text with Memento ink. Replace the stamp a little and 
stamp the text again, but now in black ink. 
Cut 11.8 x 11.8 cm violet card and 12.3 x 12.3 cm mauve card. 
Adhere all layers to a 13.3 x 13.3 cm pearly white single-fold 
card. 
Complete the card as per example given.

Die cut the layout frame from pearly white card and adhere to 
10.1 x 14.4 cm mauve card. 
Die cut the largest shape from violet card. Adhere to a 11.5 x 
15.8 cm pearly white single-fold card. 
Cut 8.5 x 13 cm stamping paper. Stamp the mandala with 
watermark ink. Sprinkle embossing powder on top, use a heat 
gun to let it melt. Let it cool down. 
Colour the stamping paper with blueprint sketch, shaded lilac 
and milled lavender. Die cut three small rectangles of the dies 
set from the coloured stamping paper and three from pearly 
white card. Adhere to the card.



Boukje van der Weit
boukjesblog.blogspot.com
 
Materials used for all cards:
Creatables: LR0730 (Layout-A6), Die cut and embossing machine, Craft stencil: PS8101 (Tiny’s Leaves), Stamps+dies sets: TC0885 
(Tiny’s Fall Leaves), TC0886 (Tiny’s Mushrooms), Stamping ink: Archival jet black, Watercolour paper, Distress Ink: aged mahogany, 
bundled sage, dusty concord, ground espresso, mowed lawn, salty ocean, vintage photo, weathered wood, Blending sponge

Extra needed for this card:
Text stamps: KJ1724 
(Encouraged), Card: black

Die cut the A6-layout from watercolour card, use a glue pen to 
adhere the frame to a kraft card. Stamp the text and attach a 
die-cut clip. Stamp the mushrooms in the bottom right-hand 
corner, colour in with distress ink.
Work the other rectangles with a blending foam sponge and 
distress ink, use the stencils. Adhere to the card.
Stamp and die cut the mushrooms, a hedgehog, an acorn and 
five leaves, colour them in with distress ink.
Make pretty compositions and adhere with foam tape.
Die cut three purple flowers and adhere with a light blue 
rhinestone in the centre.
Complete the card with a purple heart.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1551 (Big 
Tag), Text stamps: KJ1725 
(Vertrouw), Card: silver, 
Paperclip

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), Text stamps: KJ1725 
(Vertrouw), Card: black

Die cut the background frame with rectangle and two scalloped 
frames.
Stamp and die cut three mushrooms and six leaves, colour in 
with distress ink.
Ink the background with a blending foam sponge and the stencil 
with leaves. Adhere to the card and add a die-cut clip of the big 
tag labels.
Work the scalloped frames while the paper is still in the die.
Stamp the leaves and colour them in with distress ink, work the 
other parts with a blending foam sponge, let the colours blend 
nicely. Adhere a die-cut paperclip to the top right-hand corner 
and adhere the rectangles as per example given. Stamp the text.
Make pretty compositions with mushrooms and leaves and 
adhere to the card with foam tape.
Die cut purple flowers and adhere with a light blue rhinestone in 
the centre.

Die cut the background frame with rectangle and two post card 
frames. 
Stamp and die cut two mushrooms, five leaves and two acorns, 
colour in with distress ink.
Ink the background with a blending foam sponge and use the 
stencil with leaves.
Work the post card frames while the paper is still in the die, let 
the colours blend nicely. Make some splashes with distress ink 
salty ocean. Adhere the layers and a die-cut clip to the card and 
stamp the text.
Make pretty compositions with mushrooms and leaves adhere to 
the card with foam tape.
Die cut purple flowers and adhere with a light blue rhinestone in 
the centre.



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1476 (Punch 
die-Holly), CR1483 (Trees by 
Marleen), CR1559 (Art Texture-
Stars, used for dark blue star), 
CR1561 (Fijne Feestdagen/
Fijne Kerst by Marleen 
CR1561), Creatables: LR0730 
(Layout-A6), Decoration 
paper: CA3126 (gold), Soft 
glitter paper: CA3143 (gold), 
Decoupage sheet: VK9593 
(Nordic Christmas), Pretty 
Papers design paper pad: 

PK9164 (Winter days by Marleen), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft 
grey (322), Original: baby blue (956) and navy blue (969), 
Rhinestones: CA3132 (white)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1478 (Poinsettia 
by Marleen), CR1495 (Sprigs), 
CR1559 (Art Texture-Stars), 
CR1561 (Fijne Feestdagen/
Fijne Kerst by Marleen 
CR1561), Decoupage sheet: 
VK9593 (Nordic Christmas), 
Pretty Papers design paper 
pad: PK9164 (Winter days by 

Marleen), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft grey (322), Decoration 
paper: CA3126 (gold), Card: dark green, Metallic paper: CA3140 
(mint), Soft glitter paper: CA3143 (gold), Vellum, Circle cutter, 
Lace: white, Rhinestones: CA3132 (white)

Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm top-fold card. 
Die cut the frame of the layout dies from pearly white card and 
adhere. Die cut the different rectangles/squares from different 
colours of card/design paper and adhere. 
Die cut two pictures with deer and adhere to the dark blue 
frames using 3D tape. 
Die cut the text from design paper with stars and adhere with a 
small dark blue strip on top. 
Complete the card with trees, Christmas twigs, a dark blue star, a 
paperclip, gold-coloured corners, and adhesive pearls.

Cut from kraft a 13.5 x 13.5 cm top-fold card. Cut 13 x 13 cm 
pearly white card, 12.5 x 12.5 cm dark brown design paper and 
a 13.5 x 5.5 cm strip. Adhere ribbon behind one side of the strip 
and then adhere the layers. Die cut the border with stars from 
gold-coloured card and adhere. Cut the following circles with a 
circle cutter. Cut dark green design paper into 10 cm Ø. Adhere 
centrally. Cut pearly white card into 9.2 cm Ø and the picture 
into 8,4 cm Ø. Die cut the circle with text from kraft, adhere the 
white circle and the picture on top. Then adhere centrally to the 
card using 3D-tape. Die cut a few small stars from gold-coloured 
glitter card and adhere. 
Complete the card with the poinsettia and twig and add 
adhesive pearls.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1487 (Presents 
Bag by Marleen, bow used), 
CR1499 (Flower Jug by Marleen), 
CR1560 (Van Harte/Gefeliciteerd 
by Marleen), Creatables: LR0654 
(Tulip Doily), Stamping ink: 
VersaMagic Red Magic GD-12, 
Decoupage sheet: EWK1288 
(Sensibility Berries), Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-pad, 

double-sided: PK9168 (I love Holland), Papicolor card Original: 
soft yellow (970), Metallic paper: CA3141 (light blue), Circle 
cutter, Rhinestones: CA3158 (mint) and light orange

Use a circle cutter to cut the following circles. 
Cut two pearly white 13.5 cm Ø circles, score a straight line on 
one of them at 2 cm down from the top. Fold this glue strip and 
apply glue or tape and adhere to the other circle. Cut off a small 
strip from the second circle to make the card stand up and not 
roll away. Cut plain dark blue design paper into 13 cm Ø and 
design paper with blue flowers into 12.5 cm Ø. Adhere together 
to the card. Cut plain blue design paper into 10 cm Ø and adhere 
centrally. Cut pearly white card into 9.2 cm Ø and the picture 
into 8,4 cm Ø. Die cut the text from plain dark blue design 
paper. Adhere the white circle and the picture. Adhere centrally 
to the card with 3D-tape. 
Die cut the tulips, jug and bow. Work the flowers with red ink. 
Assemble and adhere. Complete the card with rhinestones.

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Papicolor card Original: pearly white (930)



Die cut the bottle label from white card and design paper. 
Mark the label of design paper in pencil at 6.25 cm up from the 
bottom. Place the text die on this pencil line, adhere with low-
tack tape and die cut the text. 
Stamp, colour and die cut the wine bottle and glasses.
Die cut the vines from moss green and Christmas red card.

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0367 (Bottle 
Label), LR0480 (Tiny’s 
Vines), Stamps+dies 
set: HT1665 (Hetty’s 
Wine), Distress Ink: aged 
mahogany, Papicolor card 
Original: Christmas red 
(943)

Neline Plaisier
neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.com 

Materials used for all cards:
Craftables: CR1560 (Van Harte/Gefeliciteerd by Marleen), Die cut and embossing machine, Perfect colouring paper (PCP), Copics or 
another colouring medium, Stamping ink Archival: jet black, Pretty Papers design paper pad: PB7059 (Autumn Whispers), Papicolor 
card Original: pearly white (930), moss green (951)

General instructions:
Stamp the images of HT16604 (Hetty’s Beer) and HT1665 (Hetty’s Wine) with stamping ink Archival jet black onto PCP. Colour them 
in and die cut. Die cut LR0480 (Tiny’s Vines) from moss green and Christmas red card.
Work the grapes with distress ink aged mahogany. Cut off the leaves and use to decorate the card/label.

Die cut the bottle label from white card, kraft and design paper. 
Mark the kraft in pencil at 6.25 cm up from the bottom. Place 
the text die onto this pencil line, adhere with low-tack and die 
cut the text.
Tear off a strip from the label of design paper.
Stamp, colour and die cut the bottle and mugs.
Die cut the banners from white card and stamp the text with 
stamping ink Archival jet black. Die cut a moss green clover and 
adhere to the label.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1539 (Punch 
die-Lucky), Creatables: LR0367 
(Bottle Label), Stamps+dies 
set: CS1058 (Banners by 
Marleen), HT1664 (Hetty’s 
Beer), Text stamps: CS1056 
(Proost by Marleen), Papicolor 
card: Recycled kraft grey (322)



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1558 (Art 
Texture-Bricks), Creatables: 
LR0434 (Barrel), LR0480 
(Tiny’s Vines), LR0730 
(Layout-A6), Decoupage 
sheet: EWK1251 (Chardonnay), 
Stamps+dies set: HT1665 
(Hetty’s Wine), Papicolor card: 
Recycled kraft grey (322), 
Original: nut brown (939) and 
Christmas red (943), Distress 
Ink: vintage photo, aged 
mahogany

Cut an 11 x 15.25 cm white single-fold card. Die cut the largest 
rectangle of the lay-out dies from design paper and the grid 
from kraft.
Die cut the lay-out as per example given from design paper and 
the decoupage sheet. Die cut the text (CR1560) from the small 
rectangle of design paper.
Die cut the texture bricks from design paper and cut to size to 
fit the rectangle.
Die cut the barrel from nut brown card and work with distress 
ink vintage photo. Stamp, colour and die cut the wine glasses 
and the cheese board. 
Die cut the vines from moss green and Christmas red card.

Cut a 13 x 13 cm single-fold card from kraft. Cut 12.5 x 12.5 
cm design paper and 12 x 12 cm white card, die cut the central 
circle of CR1560 into the centre.
Die cut the text circle (CR1560) from design paper and the 
texture bricks from design paper.
Adhere behind the die-cut circle overlapping as per example 
given.
Then layer the picture behind.
Stamp, colour and die cut the bottles and glasses. Die cut the 
banners from white card and stamp the text in black ink.
Die cut moss green vines.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1558 (Art 
Texture-Bricks), Creatables: 
LR0480 (Tiny’s Vines), 
Stamps+dies sets: CS1058 
(Banners by Marleen), HT1664 
(Hetty’s Beer), HT1665 
(Hetty’s Wine), Text stamps: 
CS1056 (Proost by Marleen), 
Decoupage sheet: EWK1251 
(Chardonnay), Papicolor card: 

Recycled kraft grey (322)


